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Accessories
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www.bmw.com

ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.

BMW  SERIES SALOON, BMW  SERIES TOURING,
BMW  SERIES GRAN TURISMO, BMW X AND BMW X.

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

A NEVER-ENDING
JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY.
Driving a BMW means rediscovering driving pleasure time and time again.
And it’s a journey of discover that just keeps on getting better. Whatever path
choose to take, your BMW will always be best equipped with Original BMW
Accessories.
Individual, ﬂexible and always of the highest BMW quality, they don’t just adapt
perfectly to your vehicle. They also meet your exact personal wishes and reﬂect
your own distinctive lifestyle.
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To help you ﬁnd your way through this wide world of opportunity, there are four
categories to choose from: exterior, interior, communication & information
and transport & luggage solutions.
Intrigued? Then let the journey of inspiration begin. Have a great trip.
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People who travel through the world with their eyes open frequently beneﬁt from entirely new perspectives.
Original BMW Accessories for the exterior offer you seemingly endless possibilities to give personal
expression to this joy of discovery. And, of course, with the accent on sportiness, aesthetics and high
quality.
In focus: " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke  M
In matt Bicolour Orbit Grey, burnished on the visible sides and with rolled rim bases and the M logo.
TPMS complete wheel set with mixed, run-ﬂat tyres. Front: J x  wheels with / R Y RSC
tyres. Rear: .J x  wheels with / R Y RSC tyres. Available for the BMW X and BMW X.
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PERFECTLY EQUIPPED
FOR NEW PERSPECTIVES.

 White Line rear lights
The beautifully designed, bright-white rear lights feature perfectly
cohesive LED light guides. They are simply installed in place of the
original rear lights and, with their clear-glass look, lend the rear of the
vehicle a unique and unmistakably athletic character.

3FDPNNFOEFEUZSFT
8IFOCVZJOHOFXUZSFT XFSFDPNNFOEUIBUZPVDIPPTFUIPTFNBSLFE
XJUIUIFﬁWFQPJOUFETUBSPOUIFTJEFXBMMT&YUFOTJWFMZUFTUFECZ#.8
BOEUBJMPSFEUPZPVS#.8NPEFM UIFZFOTVSFBOVOGPSHFUUBCMFESJWJOH
FYQFSJFODF:PVS#.84FSWJDFQBSUOFSXJMMCFIBQQZUPBEWJTFZPV
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  MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT7TQPLF
'PSUIF#.84FSJFT4BMPPOBOEUIF#.84FSJFT5PVSJOH
JO3FﬂFY4JMWFSGPSBQBSUJDVMBSMZBUIMFUJDBQQFBSBODF

 Mud ﬂaps
Protect your car and the vehicle behind from dirt and loose chippings.
Available for front and rear wheels.

 MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT.VMUJTQPLF
'PSUIF#.84FSJFT4BMPPOBOEUIF#.84FSJFT5PVSJOH
ﬁOJTIFEJO#JDPMPVSHMPTT#MBDL CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOE
GFBUVSJOHWJTJCMFXIFFMCPMUT

 " light alloy wheels V-spoke 
For the BMW  Series Saloon and the BMW  Series Touring: ﬁnished
in Liquid Black and accentuating the sportiness of the vehicles with their
high-gloss look.

 #.8.1FSGPSNBODFMJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT7TQPLF.
'PSUIF#.84FSJFT4BMPPOBOEUIF#.84FSJFT5PVSJOH
JO#JDPMPVS'FSSJD(SFZ CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOEGFBUVSJOH
WJTJCMFXIFFMCPMUTQMVTUIF.MPHP

 " light alloy wheels Cross-spoke 
For the BMW  Series Gran Turismo: in Ferric Grey and featuring
visible wheel bolts. Also available in " for the BMW  Series Saloon
and BMW  Series Touring.
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BMW 5 SERIES
EXTERIOR.

%JTDPWFSUIFTUZMFUIBUCFTUTVJUTZPVS
#.84FSJFTXJUIUIFXIFFMDPOﬁHVSBUPSBU
XXXCNXDPNDPNQMFUFXIFFMT

 " light alloy wheels Star-spoke 
For the BMW  Series Gran Turismo: in Chrome and featuring visible
wheel bolts. Also available in " for the BMW  Series Saloon and
BMW  Series Touring.
 " light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
For the BMW  Series Gran Turismo: in Reﬂex Silver and featuring visible
wheel bolts for a sporty look. Complete wheel set with mixed, run-ﬂat tyres.
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 " light alloy wheels V-spoke 
For the BMW  Series Gran Turismo: in Bicolour Ferric Grey,
burnished on the visible sides and with visible wheel bolts.
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 %FTJHO1VSF&YUSBWBHBODFFYUFSJPS
5IF%FTJHO1VSF&YUSBWBHBODFFRVJQNFOUQBDLBHFHJWFTUIFFYUFSJPS
PGUIF#.89BOFWFONPSFTPQIJTUJDBUFE IJHIRVBMJUZBQQFBSBODF
5IFQJMMBSQBOFMTBOENJSSPSUSJBOHMFTBSFJOIJHIHMPTTCMBDLBOEBIPTU
PGEFUBJMTBSFﬁOJTIFEJO$FSJVN(SFZ'SPNUIFXJOEPXGSBNFTBOE
XJOHNJSSPSDBQTUPUIFLJEOFZHSJMMFBOEUIFBDDFOUPOUIFUBJMHBUF JUBMM
DPNCJOFTUPBDDFOUVBUFUIFDPNQFMMJOHWJTVBMBQQFBMPGUIJTSFNBSLBCMF
DSPTTPWFS"MVNJOJVNSVOOJOHCPBSETBOEWJTJCMFVOEFSSVOQSPUFDUJPO
JOTUBJOMFTTTUFFMGSPOUBOESFBS BMTPJO$FSJVN(SFZ NBLFBTVCUMFPGG
SPBESFGFSFODF

 M Aerodynamics package
The dynamic appearance of your vehicle is powerfully underscored by the
M front apron, the M rear apron and the M side sills. The M Aerodynamics
package is part of the M Sport package but can be ﬁtted individually.
 +  " light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
Finished in gloss Ferric Grey (pic ) or gloss Black (pic ) and with a
design that combines exclusivity and athleticism.

 "MVNJOJVNSVOOJOHCPBSET
*OCSVTIFE BOPEJ[FEBMVNJOJVNBOEﬁOJTIFEJO$FSJVN(SFZ UIF
SVOOJOHCPBSETNBLFGPSBQBSUJDVMBSMZTUSJLJOHOPUFXIJMFBMTPFOBCMJOH
DPNGPSUBCMFBDDFTT

 " light alloy wheels Star-spoke 
In Liquid Black and with a high-gloss look that highlights the sportiness
of the vehicle.

  MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT:TQPLF
*ONBUU#JDPMPVS$FSJVN(SFZ CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOE
GFBUVSJOHXFJHIUPQUJNJTFE SPMMFESJNCBTFT

 " BMW Performance light alloy wheels Y-spoke 
In Bicolour Ferric Grey, burnished on the visible sides and featuring
BMW Performance lettering.


Recommended tyres
When buying new tyres, we recommend that you choose those marked
with the ﬁve-pointed star on the sidewalls. Extensively tested by BMW
and tailored to your BMW model, they ensure an unforgettable driving
experience. Your BMW Service partner will be happy to advise you.
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 #.8.1FSGPSNBODFMJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT
%PVCMFTQPLF.
'JOJTIFEJO#JDPMPVS'FSSJD(SFZ CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOEXJUI
UIFGPVSDPMPVS.MPHP



 #.8.1FSGPSNBODFMJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT
%PVCMFTQPLF.
*ONBUU#JDPMPVS0SCJU(SFZ CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOEGFBUVSJOH
SPMMFESJNCBTFTBOEUIF.MPHP
 MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT4UBSTQPLF
'JOJTIFEJO#MBDLUPHJWFUIFWFIJDMFBTUSJLJOHMZTQPSUZBQQFBSBODF
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BMW X AND
BMW X EXTERIOR.

FROM THE RACE TRACK
TO THE OPEN ROAD.
Breathtaking dynamism, powerfully sporty innovation, the highest quality materials: BMW M Performance Parts bring the fascination
of motor sport to the road – and to everyday driving. With uncompromising athleticism when it comes to aerodynamics, the chassis,
drivetrain and cockpit. With race-bred high-tech materials such as carbon and titanium. And with endlessly inspiring motor sport feel.
Ready? The entire range of BMW M Performance products for the BMW  Series, the BMW X and the BMW X can be found on
the BMW website. Your BMW service partner can also provide a current BMW M Performance Parts brochure.

0/-:+6450/#0"3% 
"/%:06ѳ3&"-3&"%:5)&3&
4PNFUJNFTJUDBOGFFMMJLFZPVѳWFBSSJWFE MPOHCFGPSFZPVSFBDIZPVSEFTUJOBUJPO0SJHJOBM#.8
"DDFTTPSJFTPQFOVQGBTDJOBUJOHOFXQFSTQFDUJWFTGPSUIFJOUFSJPS BMMPXJOHZPVUPDSFBUFBOPOUIFSPBE
FYQFSJFODFUIBUFYBDUMZNFFUTZPVSXJTIFT
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*OGPDVT(SPVQ#.8+VOJPS4FBU
5PHFUIFSXJUIUIF*40'*9CBTF UIF(SPVQ#.8+VOJPS4FBUJOCMBDLCMVFPSCMBDL"OUISBDJUFJTUIF
TBGFPQUJPOGPSDIJMESFOGSPNBQQSPYNPOUITUPGPVSZFBSTPME BQQSPYѭLH 5IFTFBUTIFMMDBO
CFTFUVQGPSXBSETPSCBDLXBSETBOEQBUFOUFEBJSQBETJODSFBTFTJEFJNQBDUQSPUFDUJPOGPSUIFIFBE

 BMW LED doorsill ﬁnishers
The sophisticated doorsill ﬁnishers with illuminated BMW lettering automatically emit a discreet light when the
doors are opened. The high-performance batteries for the LED lights last up to three years and changing them
is just as easy as installing the ﬁnishers.
 +  All-weather ﬂoor mats
The precisely ﬁtting, hard-wearing mats with their raised bordering and elegant design not only protect the
footwells from damp and dirt, but also prevent feet from getting wet. Finished in black and featuring high quality
stainless steel inserts (pic ) or BMW lettering (pic ).
All-weather ﬂoor mats for the BMW X and BMW X (pic )
All-weather ﬂoor mats for the BMW  Series (pic )
२

 BMW LED door projectors
The innovative door projectors automatically activate when the doors are opened. They project an image onto
the ground next to the car using an interchangeable slide. There are several designs for choose from, each
illuminating the entry area in strikingly individual style.



 Key case
The key case, in high-quality leather, is ﬁrmly attached to the key by means of a stainless steel clasp. It protects
against scratches, dirt and moisture, prevents buttons from accidentally getting pressed and features black
colouring that perfectly complements the BMW interior.
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 Auxiliary heater
The high-performance auxiliary heater for petrol and diesel engines ensures a comfortable interior temperature
before the drive even begins, and without icy or fogged windows. It can be activated via the Head Unit, iDrive
(using the built-in monitor) or optionally by a separately available remote control.




 -  Travel & Comfort system
The Travel & Comfort system extends the vehicle’s functionality. A
variety of components can be effortlessly latched onto the sturdy basic
carrier, which is easily attached between the headrest pillars. The basic
carrier can be used with holders for different Apple iPads™ (page )
and includes a port for a USB/charging cable and a ° swivelling frame
for the iPad. There is also a practical folding table (pics  + ). This has
an attractive BMW design, is adjustable for height and angle and features
an integrated cupholder with a chrome ring. The clothes hanger (pic )
makes it possible to hang pieces of clothing on the rear side of the backrest.
It can also be used outside of the car (hotel function, pic ). The universal
hook (pic ) allows for pieces of clothing or light bags to be easily stowed
on the rear side of the backrest, providing protection from dirt in the
footwell. All system components can be ordered individually.
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 Backrest bag
The high-quality bag is made of durable material and can be attached to
the back of the front seat. Thanks to an array of inner pockets, it offers a
wealth of storage space for various items and can also be easily folded
and carried when needed. Available in black, black/Anthracite, black/red
and black/beige.

 4VOCMJOE
5IFQSBDUJDBMTVOCMJOEJTFBTJMZBUUBDIFEUPUIFXJOEPXGSBNFBOEDBO
FWFOCFVTFEXIFOUIFXJOEPXJTPQFO5IBOLTUPJUTQSFDJTFMZﬁUUJOH
TIBQF JUJTQBSUJDVMBSMZFGGFDUJWFJOQSPUFDUJOHDIJMESFOGSPNEJSFDU
TVOMJHIUBOEBMTPIFMQTUPSFEVDFUIFUFNQFSBUVSFPGUIFJOUFSJPS
 (SPVQ#.8+VOJPS4FBU
*ODPOKVODUJPOXJUIUIF*40'*9CBTF UIF(SPVQ#.8+VOJPS4FBUJO
CMBDLCMVFPSCMBDL"OUISBDJUFJTUIFTBGFPQUJPOGPSDIJMESFOGSPNBQQSPY
NPOUITUPGPVSZFBSTPME BQQSPYLH 1MFBTFTFFQBHFGPS
GVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPO
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 (SPVQ#.8+VOJPS4FBU
5IJTTFBUJOCMBDL"OUISBDJUFPSCMBDLCMVFѶHSPXTѷXJUIUIFDIJMECFDBVTF
JUDBOCFBEBQUFEPWFSUJNFUPTVJUDIJMESFOBHFEGSPNBSPVOEUISFFSJHIU
UISPVHIUPZFBSTPME BQQSPYLH *UJTTFDVSFEXJUIUIFUISFF
QPJOUTBGFUZCFMUBOEDBOBMTPCFDPOOFDUFEUPUIFDBSѳT*40'*9BODIPS
QPJOUTGPSJODSFBTFETUBCJMJUZ"UUIFTBNFUJNF QBUFOUFEBJSQBETBOE
IJHITJEFCPMTUFSTFOTVSFPQUJNBMTJEFJNQBDUQSPUFDUJPOGPSUIFIFBE
"EEJUJPOBMMZ UIFDIJMETFBUﬁUTPQUJNBMMZJOUPBOZWFIJDMFTFBUUIBOLTUP
JUTBEKVTUBCMFCBDLSFTUBOHMF5IFCBDLSFTUѳTGPMEJOHGVODUJPOFOTVSFT
FBTZUSBOTQPSUPVUTJEFPGUIFWFIJDMF



 (SPVQ #.8#BCZ4FBUJODM*40'*9CBTF
5IFQPSUBCMFJOGBOUDBSTFBUJOCMBDL"OUISBDJUFPSCMBDLCMVFPGGFSTUIF
HSFBUFTUTBGFUZGPSDIJMESFOVQUPBCPVULH BQQSPYNPOUIT *UDBO
FJUIFSCFVTFEJODPNCJOBUJPOXJUIUIFTFQBSBUFMZBWBJMBCMF*40'*9CBTF 
PSXJUIPOFPGUIFWFIJDMFѳTUISFFQPJOUTBGFUZCFMUT*UDBOBMTPCFVTFE
POBFSPQMBOFTFBUT1BUFOUFEBJSQBETQSPWJEFJODSFBTFEQSPUFDUJPOGSPN
TJEFJNQBDUUPUIFIFBEBOEUIFSFNPWBCMFTVOCMJOEFOTVSFTFWFO
HSFBUFSUSBWFMDPNGPSU

 Rear storage bag
This bag, available in black, black/red or black/Anthracite, attaches to the
centre safety belt and can serve as an armrest in the rear. It offers a great
deal of storage space, plus two cupholders, and can be comfortably
carried with the integrated shoulder strap.

4JNQMZTDBOUIF23DPEFUPXBUDIBWJEFP
UIBUEFTDSJCFTUIFGFBUVSFTBOEGVODUJPOT
PGUIF#.8DIJMETFBUT
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:PVEFDJEFXIBUEJSFDUJPOUPUBLFJOZPVS#.8*UIFMQT PGDPVSTF UIBUZPVDBOLFFQJOUPVDI
XJUIFWFSZUIJOHBSPVOEZPVJOTPNBOZXBZT%JTDPWFSIPX XJUI0SJHJOBM#.8"DDFTTPSJFTGPS
DPNNVOJDBUJPOJOGPSNBUJPOBXPSMEPGQPTTJCJMJUZXIFOJUDPNFTUPBDPOOFDUFEMJGFTUZMFBOE
JOEJWJEVBMJTFEFOKPZNFOUPOUIFNPWF
*OGPDVT5SBWFM$PNGPSUTZTUFNѭIPMEFSGPS"QQMFJ1BE™
5IFIPMEFSGPSUIFJ1BE™ BDPNQPOFOUPGUIF5SBWFM$PNGPSUTZTUFN TJNQMZTOBQTJOUPBTFQBSBUFMZ
BWBJMBCMFCBTJDDBSSJFSJ1BET™DBOCFTFDVSFMZBUUBDIFEBOESFNBJOFBTZUPVTF XIJMFUIFIPMEFSDBOCF
BEKVTUFEUPTVJUFBDISFBSQBTTFOHFSUIBOLTUPBTXJWFMMJOHGSBNF5IFJOUFHSBUFETVQQPSUTUBOE NFBOXIJMF 
BMMPXTUIFIPMEFSUPCFTFUVQPVUTJEFPGUIFWFIJDMFGPSNBYJNVNWFSTBUJMJUZBOEDPOWFOJFODF
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 +  Snap-in adapter
The Snap-in adapter is a secure docking and charging system for mobiles from manufacturers including
Apple™, Samsung, Nokia and Motorola. To ensure optimal network connection, the mobile accesses the
vehicle’s exterior aerial via the adapter. Depending on the vehicle and its equipment, the Snap-in adapter is
available in Basic, Music, Media, Connect and Connect Universal versions. These also allow audio stored on
a mobile to be played through the vehicle’s speakers. Additionally, the adapter enables convenient operation
via the iDrive Controller, multifunction steering wheel or radio.
 Media adapter for Apple iPod™/iPhone™
For individualised entertainment, as well as charging, compatible Apple™ devices such as an iPod™ or iPhone™
can be integrated into the car using the Media adapter. It shows an album’s cover art and plays music and
videos. The device can be operated directly using the car’s built-in system.
 BMW dual USB charger
The BMW dual USB charging adapter simply inserts into the cigarette lighter. This allows two external mobile
devices to be easily and conveniently charged at the same time. The high current enables the likes of
smartphones and mp players to be charged very quickly.
 Tablet DVD system
The attractively designed Tablet DVD system allows rear passengers to experience the best in entertainment.
A DVD player capable of relaying a wide variety of video, music and image ﬁles from various types of storage
media is integrated into one of the two portable screens.

 BMW Click & Drive system
The BMW Click & Drive system is a holder for smartphones and the BMW Navigation Portable. A new universal
clip allows the easy attachment of any smartphone with a width of up to mm. The system attaches to the
windscreen by means of a special adhesive pad. An integrated USB interface means that devices can be
charged inside the car.





 Digital wireless headphones
These headphones offer an exclusive way to enhance the enjoyment of music or movies. Specially adapted for
the new BMW rear entertainment systems, their outstanding tone and full base with static-free sound quality
guarantee immersive pleasure.
Infrared stereo headphones (not pictured)
The infrared stereo headphones are specially designed for the Tablet DVD system. Their exceptional sound
quality and outstanding comfort can be enjoyed by adults and children alike.
२

 For detailed information on the compatibility of
smartphones and tablets with your BMW, please go to
www.bmw.com/bluetooth
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 +  BMW Car Hotspot LTE
The BMW Car Hotspot LTE provides an unparalleled high-speed internet experience for up to eight users. An
LTE-compatible SIM card is the only additional requirement for the device. The mobile hotspot is easy to install
and, thanks to an integrated battery, can be used outside of the vehicle.









WHATEVER YOUR GOALS
MAY BE, YOUR BMW IS
READY TO MEET THEM.
In focus: Bicycle/e-bike holder for trailer tow hitch
The foldable bicycle rack for two bicycles/e-bikes can be mounted to the trailer tow hitch and includes
a tilting function for easy access to the luggage compartment. Guide rails and a carrying bag for the
holder are separately available.

२
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Whether it’s business or pleasure, whether it’s carefully planned or entirely spontaneous – with the
ﬂexibility of Original BMW Accessories for transport and luggage, you will always be ready to take on
any challenge. The nature of your goal is the only decisive factor. It’s time to get moving.


#.8SPPGCPY -Y8Y)YYDN
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  #.8SPPGCPYFT
5IFDPOUFNQPSBSZCPYFTﬁUBMM#.8SPPGDBSSJFSTBOEGFBUVSFBUXPTJEFEPQFOJOHTZTUFNXJUIUSJQMFDFOUSBM
MPDLJOH"WBJMBCMFJOUISFFTJ[FT PSMJUSFT QJD BOETFWFSBMPUIFSDPMPVSDPNCJOBUJPOT
 #.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFN
5IFSPPGBOESBJMDBSSJFSTZTUFNJTDPNQBUJCMFXJUIBMM#.8SPPGSBDLTBOESPPGCPYFTBOEDBOCFFBTJMZNPVOUFE
XJUIPVUUPPMT8JUIJUTSPCVTUDPOTUSVDUJPOBOEBOUJUIFGUMPDLJOHTZTUFN JUBMTPNFFUTUIFIJHIFTURVBMJUZBOE
TBGFUZTUBOEBSET
 -VHHBHFSBDL
5IFMPDLBCMFMVHHBHFSBDL JOIJHIMZEVSBCMFBOPEJ[FEBMVNJOJVN DBOCFVTFEXJUIUIFUFOTJPOJOHCFMUT
UPBEEBOBCVOEBODFPGTUPSBHFTQBDFUPBOZ#.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFN5IFQBSUJDVMBSMZUFBSSFTJTUBOUCFMUT
GFBUVSFTUVSEZUVSOCVDLMFTBOEIFMQQSFWFOUFWFOUIFNPTUVOXJFMEZPCKFDUTGSPNNPWJOHBSPVOE
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 3BDJOHDZDMFIPMEFS MPDLBCMF
5IFSBDJOHDZDMFIPMEFSJTTVJUBCMFGPSBMM#.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFNT*UBMMPXTGPSUIFTFDVSFUSBOTQPSUPGVQUP
GPVSSBDJOHCJLFT5PBUUBDIUIFCJLFT UIFRVJDLSFMFBTFGSPOUXIFFMTIBWFUPCFSFNPWFE5IFTFQBSBUFMZ
BWBJMBCMFGSPOUXIFFMIPMEFSNBLFTJUQPTTJCMFUPGBTUFOUIFTFXIFFMTUPUIF#.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFN
 5PVSJOHDZDMFIPMEFS MPDLBCMF
5IFMPDLBCMFUPVSJOHCJDZDMFIPMEFSJTNBEFGSPNIJHITUSFOHUIBMVNJOJVNBOEFOBCMFTUIFTBGFUSBOTQPSUPG
BSBDJOH UPVSJOHPSDIJMESFOѳTCJDZDMFPSBNPVOUBJOCJLF#JDZDMFTXFJHIJOHVQUPNBYPGLHDBOCF
BUUBDIFEXJUIBOFBTZUPVTFDMBNQJOHTZTUFN
 $MJDLPOSFBSDBSSJFSTZTUFNGPSCJDZDMFTFCJLFT
5IFFBTZUPJOTUBMMDMJDLPOSFBSDBSSJFSTZTUFNJTEFTJHOFEUPTBGFMZUSBOTQPSUVQUPUISFFCJDZDMFT*UTTUVSEZ
DPOTUSVDUJPODBOXJUITUBOEIFBWZMPBETBOEDBOBMTPCFVTFEXJUIFCJLFT5IFJOUFHSBUFEUJMUJOHGVODUJPO
FOTVSFTUIBUUIFMVHHBHFDPNQBSUNFOUJTBMXBZTDPOWFOJFOUMZBDDFTTJCMF

 4VSGCPBSEIPMEFS
5IFIPMEFSDBOCFVTFEUPTFDVSFMZNPVOUBTVSGCPBSEBOENBTUPOBMM#.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFNT*UGFBUVSFTBO
JOOPWBUJWFBUUBDINFOUTZTUFNUIBUNBLFTIBOEMJOHQBSUJDVMBSMZFBTZ
 4LJBOETOPXCPBSEIPMEFS MPDLBCMF
5IFMPDLBCMFTLJBOETOPXCPBSEIPMEFSJTDPNQBUJCMFXJUIBMM#.8SPPGSBDLTZTUFNTBOEDBOCFVTFEJOB
WBSJFUZPGXBZT6QUPTJYQBJSTPGTLJT GPVSQBJSTPGTLJTXJUITLJQPMFTPSUXPTOPXCPBSETBOEUXPQBJSTPGTLJT
XJUIQPMFTDBOCFTFDVSFMZUSBOTQPSUFEPOUIFDBSѳTSPPG
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 +  Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
The durable, anti-slip and water-resistant mat with raised bordering on all
sides protects the luggage compartment from dirt and moisture. Visually,
it also perfectly blends in with the luggage compartment. For the BMW X
and BMW X, the mat features a stainless steel inlay with BMW lettering
and textile pockets left and right.
Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted for the BMW X and BMW X (pic )
Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted for the BMW  Series (pic )
 Loading sill mat
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and unloading
and the luggage compartment from scratches and dirt. It is attached
using moveable velcro strips on the rear fastening points in the luggage
compartment. It can also be used as an anti-slip mat in the luggage
compartment.
 +  Folding box
The folding box, with its load capacity of up to kg, can be used to store
smaller items or as a shopping crate. It can be effortlessly folded and
unfolded thanks to Velcro strips, is slip-resistant and can be easily stored
away to save space when not in use. Available in black, black/red (pic )
and black/beige (pic ).
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 4LJBOETOPXCPBSECBH
5IFTLJBOETOPXCPBSECBHBMMPXTVQUPGPVSQBJSTPGTLJTPSUISFF
TOPXCPBSETUPCFUSBOTQPSUFEJOUIFWFIJDMFѳTJOUFSJPSBOEJTBWBJMBCMFJO
WBSJPVTEFTJHOT'PSPQUJNBMTBGFUZ UIFCBHNVTUCFBUUBDIFEUPBWBJMBCMF
GBTUFOJOHQPJOUTVTJOHUIFMBTIJOHTUSBQT XIJDIJODMVEFDBSBCJOFSIPPLT
 -VHHBHFDPNQBSUNFOUUJFEPXOTUSBQT
5XPUFBSSFTJTUBOUUJFEPXOTUSBQTTFDVSFJUFNTJOUIFMVHHBHF
DPNQBSUNFOURVJDLMZBOETBGFMZ"WBJMBCMFXJUIUXPEJGGFSFOUGBTUFOJOH
NFDIBOJTNT



 3FBSTFBUQSPUFDUPS
5IJTQSPUFDUJWFDPWFSQSFWFOUTUIFSFBSTFBUTGSPNHFUUJOHEJSUZ5IBOLTUP
TUSBUFHJDBMMZQMBDFESFDFTTFTGPSTBGFUZCFMUTBOECVDLMFT JUѳTUIFQFSGFDU
BDDFTTPSZGPSXIFOUSBWFMMJOHXJUIEPHT GPSFYBNQMF"WBJMBCMFGPSUIF
#.84FSJFT4BMPPOBOE#.84FSJFT5PVSJOHXJUIEPPSQBOFMMJOH
 -VHHBHFDPNQBSUNFOUUSBZ
5IJTNBUJTCPUIJNQBDUBOEBDJESFTJTUBOU FGGFDUJWFMZQSPUFDUJOHUIF
MVHHBHFDPNQBSUNFOUGSPNNPJTUVSF EJSUBOEEBNBHF*UﬁUTTFBNMFTTMZ
BOEGFBUVSFTCPSEFSJOHSBJTFECZDNBTXFMMBT#.8MFUUFSJOH





 Luggage compartment net
This prevents loose items from slipping in the luggage compartment.
The black netting attaches via integrated S-hooks to the vehicle’s
existing lashing eyes.
 Luggage compartment restraint belts
With the extremely strong luggage compartment lashing straps, storage
space can be divided to suit individual needs. The belts can be quickly
attached to the rails, then slid into place to prevent luggage from shifting.
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EQUIPPED WITH THE BEST IDEAS.
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THE ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES RANGE AT A GLANCE.
Exterior
Aluminium running boards
Design Pure Extravagance exterior
M Aerodynamics package
Mud ﬂaps
White Line rear lights
" BMW M Performance light alloy wheels V-spoke  M
" light alloy wheels Multi-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Star-spoke 
" light alloy wheels V-spoke 
" light alloy wheels V-spoke 
" BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke  M
" BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke  M
" BMW Performance light alloy wheels Y-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Cross-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Double-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Star-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Star-spoke 
" light alloy wheels V-spoke 
" light alloy wheels Y-spoke 
Interior
All-weather ﬂoor mats
Auxiliary heater












, 











Backrest bag
Child seats
Group + Baby Seat incl. ISOFIX base
Group  Junior Seat
Group / Junior Seat
Key case
LED doorsill ﬁnishers
LED door projectors
Rear storage bag
Sunblind
Travel & Comfort system
Communication & Information
Car Hotspot LTE
Click & Drive system
Digital wireless headphones
Dual USB charger
Infrared stereo headphones
Media adapter for Apple iPod™/iPhone™
Snap-in adapter
Tablet DVD system
Travel & Comfort system – holder for Apple iPad™
Transport & Luggage solutions
Bicycle/e-bike holder for trailer tow hitch
Click-on rear carrier system for bicycles/e-bikes


, 

, 



















Folding box
Loading sill mat
Luggage rack
Luggage compartment net
Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
Luggage compartment restraint belts
Luggage compartment tie-down straps
Luggage compartment tray
Racing cycle holder
Rear seat protector
Roof boxes
Roof rack system
Ski and snowboard bag
Ski and snowboard holder
Surfboard holder
Touring cycle holder
Cleaning & Care
Glass cleaner
Interior care
Interior fragrance
Natural Care
Paint and wheel rim care
Special applications
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AN ATMOSPHERE OF
PURE WELL-BEING.
BMW Natural Air products are the most convenient way to create
a refreshing interior atmosphere. Fragrance sticks can be placed
in a special holder that attaches quickly and easily to any BMW
ventilation grille. The sticks are interchangeable and the intensity
of their scent can be adjusted by hand. The BMW Natural Air
starter kit comprises a holder, colour-matched to the interior, and
a fragrance stick in either Purifying Green Tea, Energizing Tonic
or Balancing Amber. And there’s no chance of any leakage
because the sticks contain no ﬂuid.
Create an atmosphere of well-being and an even more enjoyable
ambience – with scents extracted from essential natural oils and
made exclusively for BMW.

SPA TREATMENT
FOR YOUR BMW.
Sparkling paintwork, immaculate leather, a highly polished look. With Original BMW
Care products, you can give your BMW some very special treatment. Perfectly designed
for high-quality materials, they provide gentle care and strong protection. And whether
it’s for the interior or the exterior, the wheel rims or the windscreen, you will always ﬁnd
exactly the right solution for any task.
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More about BMW

www.bmw.com

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

Your BMW Service Centre will be happy to advise.
The models illustrated in this brochure may show items of optional equipment which are not
part of the standard speciﬁcation. Subject to changes in design, equipment speciﬁcations
and content. Errors and omissions excepted. Internet use can, depending on your mobile
contract, incur costs. Apple®, iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
© BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the
prior written permission of BMW AG, Munich. Part number       , BB-.
Printed in Germany /.

